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fighter,

Here's a revelation for you: Ejection
systems were incorporated into USAF
aircraft to save the life of you, the
crewmember, especially when operat
ing in a combat environment. A 1972
Safety Center Preliminary Report on
Southeast Asia escape, evasion and
recovery experiences between 1963 and
1971 provides proof (as if any were
needed?) that lack of time to prepare for
ejection and high-speed ejections lead to
more injuries. About 44 percent of
combat ejections were at high
speeds, with both the number

attack,":

and severity of injuries higher

Today, the
ejection
71
seat iS"-

standard
equipment
in mosi't

bomber
and trainer
aircraft.

than peacetime ejections,
where the speeds at time of
ejection were normally lower
and injuries mostly in the
minor category. At issue was
high-speed ejections and
what changes weie needed
in seat design and life sup
port equipment to further
improve crewmember sur

vival, particularly in the

combat
environment.
Injuries had to be mini-.
mized
to
give
the
crewmember the best
'
chance for successful evasion and recov
ery. During the Vietnam War, crewmem
bers who ejected over unfriendly territo
ry and suffered injuries were quite often
captured.
The US Air Force continues to expand
its capabilities with better-equipped,
faster and higher-flying aircraft The
USAF mission often puts aircrews in sit
uations that push the envelope of sur
vival, but great effort has been-and
10Q

_ýber
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continues to be-exerted to reduce the
chance of injuries to you and increase
your odds of survival while performing
the mission Today, the ejection seat is
standard equipment in most fighter,
attack, bomber and trainer aircraft, and
it's one of the primary means for
improving aircrew survival
The Advanced Concept Ejection Seat
II (ACES II) ejection seat isn't the only
system used today but it is the primary

escape system used in Air Force aircraft.
Effectiveness of the ACES II seat is note
worthy and cre%%members continue,
with confidence and without hesitation,
to use the system in time of need.
Methods
A Safety Investigation Board (SIB),
which is convened at the time of a Class
A flight mishap, thoroughly researches
the event. Except under unusual cir
cumstances, the SIB is required to pro
vide a complete report of the mishap to
the MAJCOM commander within 30
days. Every mishap is researched, ana
lyzed, studied and reported with recom
mendations for corrective actions to pre
vent similar situations from resulting in
mishaps in the future. SIB-collected
mishap data for all USAF Class A
mishaps is stored for future reference

ty rates for each aircraft and whether an
ejection did, or did not, take place. The
data for the A-10 and F-15 aircraft
include the early ESCAPAC (Escape
Pack) ejection system, which was used
in 6 and 14 ejections, respectively.
Injury data was tabulated from the first
288 ACES II mishaps involving ejec
tions between FY78 and FY95. (See
Figure 7.) Finally, all Class A mishaps,
from FY96 through FY99, were compre
hensively analyzed for aircrew ejection
attempt errors.
Results
During an ejection, the limits of per
formance of humans and their equip
ment can be approached; those failures
are closely studied. The overall ACES II
ejection survival rate from Aug 1978 to
Sep 2000 was 92 percent (see Table 1).

41o;During an
/ejection,

the limits

o
0f perfor
* mance of

humans
and
r their
"equipment
Total

a

,!can be

a

333

and analytical studies in a data file
library located at the AF Safety Center
(AFSC), Kirtland AFB, NM.
The mishap data from August 1978 to
September 2000 was queried from the
AF Safety Center Life Sciences and
Flight Database for Class A mishaps
involving aircraft with the ACES II ejec
tion system. (A Class A Mishap is defined
as one where there is loss of life, injury
resulting in permanent total disability,
destruction of an AF aircraftand/orproper
ty damage/loss exceeding $1 million Ed.)
That data was used to describe ejection
attempts by aircraft type. Fatal ejection
attempts were defined as those where
crewmembers were fatally injured after:
(1) They ejected out of the envelope of
the seat; or (2) An ejection malfunction
occurred. The database was also queried
for the total lifetime, non-combat, fatali-

92%

29

1

8%

1

Table I

approached.

During this period, a total of 362 ejec
tions occurred in five different types of
ACES II seat-equipped aircraft.
Accompanying figures depict A-10
Thunderbolt II, F-15 Eagle and F-16
Fighting Falcon lifetime ejection histo
ry totals, as well as fatalities where
ejections were, and were not, attempt
ed. Success rates are different for each
aircraft, primarily because of the differ
ent mission profiles flown in those air
craft. Aircraft with specific mission
profiles that have them flying faster
and closer to the ground will likely
have more mishaps
The A-10 has had 50 total lifetime ejec
tions with a survival rate of 82 percent
(41 crewmembers). The ESCAPAC sys
tem, an ACES II predecessor, was used
in six of the total ejection attempts. Of 46
fatalities occurring in the A-10, there
contmed W,next

eage
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USAF A-10 Ejections
Lifetime - 30 September 2000
50 Total Ejections (44 ACES II, 6 ESCOPAC)

USAF A-10 Fatalities
Lifetime - 30 September 2000
461Total A-10 Fatalities

WY

Ejection
Attempt~

Figure 1

Figure 2

were 9 ejection attempts and 37 "no
attempts." See Figures 1 and 2.
The F-15 has had 76 lifetime peace
has had:
time ejections, of which 14 were with
238 liiie;
the ESCAPAC system. A total of 66
crewmembers (86.8 percent) success
time ejec
fully ejected. The F-15 community has
experienced a total of 42 fatalities, with
tions in'the
32 crewmembers (76 percent) perish
ing with no ejection attempt. See
USA F. The
Figures 3 and 4.
ejection',
The F-16 has always used the ACES II
system and has had 238 lifetime ejec
survival;
tions in the USAF. The ejection survival
rate is 93.2 "J" rate is 93.2 percent (222 crewmembers).
A total of 71 crewmembers were fatally
percent.i- ,
injured in the history of USAF F-16
peacetime operations, of which 55

crewmembers (77 percent) made no
attempt to eject and perished. See
Figures 5 and 6.
Figure 7 quantifies the various
degrees of injury resulting from the 288
peacetime ACES II ejections that
occurred from FY78 through FY95.
Approximately
67
percent
(193
crewmembers) received either no injury
or only minor injuries. About 18 percent
(53 crewmembers) received moderate
injuries but remained mobile. "Mobile"
simply means that, in the context of a
combat environment, the crewmember
would be able to move and evade cap
ture, at least to a limited extent.
Approximately 15 percent (42 crew
members) received major injuries (those

The F-16

USAF F-15 Ejections
Lifetime - 30 September 2000
76 Total Ejections (62 ACES It, 14 ESCOPAC)

Figure 3

12
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USAF F-15 Fatalities
Lifetime - 30 September 2000
42 Total F-15 Fatalities

Figure 4

USAF F-16 Ejections

USAF F-16 Fatalities

Lifetime - 30 September 2000
238 Total Ejections

Lifetime - 30 September 2000
71 Total F-16 Fatalities

Figure 6

Figure 5

A,,,pproximate
which were life-threatening, or loss of
eyesight or a limb), were immobilized
(incapable of moving from one place to
another) or suffered fatal injuries.
We also took a "snapshot" of ejection
errors aircrews made-over a discrete
period of time, FY96 through FY99. The
results were telling. See Table 2.
Approximately 38 percent of the air
crews didn't wear proper clothing -for
the mission and environment (not wear
ing cold weather-issue gear during a
winter sortie, wearing flammable cloth
ing, etc.). Twenty-six percent weren't
prepared for the ejection (didn't attain
proper body position for ejection, didn't
secure loose items which could cause
injury due to ejection windblast, etc.).
And when the ejection decision was
made, 25 percent ejected below 2000
feet, the minimum published altitude
for a safe, controlled ACES II ejection
altitude. Fourteen percent lost their
flight helmets (helmet was secured
improperly). Once aircrew members
were descending to the ground under a
parachute, 19 percent didn't deploy the
four-line release, nine percent didn't
deploy the seat kit and 15 percent didn't
execute a proper PLF (parachute land
ing fall). Finally, take note of this one:
Approximately eight percent of aircrew
members forgot how to use a piece of
life support equipment that was intro
duced in flight training
Your ability to properly use your life
support equipment plays a huge part in
the degree of ejection success. Ejection-

related injuries most often result from
not following ejection procedures or
improperly using life support equip
ment. Wearing the parachute harness
improperly, not securing loose-fitting
equipment to survive the windblast
that accompanies all ejections, not
detaching a night vision device from
the helmet or not deploying the para
chute four-line control to minimize
parachute landing injuries all have an
impact on whether you do-or don't
suffer an injury during ejection.

ly s% of

Discussion
Aircrew members train for all possible
scenarios, and emergency procedures
are an integral part of that training.

-"-thatwas

aircrew
members
'forg how
to use a

piece of life
support
eq:?•uipment

USAF ACES II Ejection Injuries

'.introduced in
flight train
ing.

FY 1978 - 1995
71 Total F-16 Fatalities
Moderate Injury,
Mobility Difficult

No/Minor Injury;
Fully Mobile

Figure 7
cool%ed on next page
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'~rrors.
Number
29
20

Rate
38%
26%
25%*
19

-.NNotweaproper clothing,-,•,'
-,Notprepiarefor ,ejectiri.i
,,Ejeted ,below safe•alttude.2.§t
_

22_2_--%Not.e1form9hnerelease;
9%
9
Nodpok 6at kit,:~
.07.
-15
-.19%
-. KN6t-fo6f-rm°rdpeioPL
-06

-

.8% oiNot knowdpJecepfequipment

Total is•> 1000%-because some crew-members
- commited more than a single error.

The data•:•.

reflects
that check-

-.

lists arehft

c-ompleted,:
and impor-.:
tant items",
areno't
done-.

Sr
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When an emergency situation occurs,
if you react as you've been trained,
the result should be reduced injuries.
Interestingly enough however, the
data shows errors committed by air
crew are typically similar from year
to year. It is not presumptuous to
expect these errors to lead to injuries.
One common error is not fully
preparing for ejection. Crewmembers
generally try to complete the pre-ejec
tion checklist but, invariably, the data
reflects that checklists aren't complet
ed and important items-storing
loose equipment, tightening personal
equipment, and the like-aren't done.
Initial windblast can easily lead to
serious injuries of the arms and legs
(due to flailing), as well as head and
face (as when the oxygen mask isn't
attached). Leg and arm restraints
weren't incorporated into the ACES II
system for the A-10, F-15 and F-16, so
it does pose a flail problem in those
airframes. But both the B-1 and the F
22 Raptor have arm and leg restraints
Once the actual ejection phase is
complete and you are safely hanging
in the chute, you still have to prepare
for the parachute landing. Again,
data indicates crewmembers don't
always complete the preparation-for
landing checklist. Forgetting to
deploy the four-line release is espe
cially significant. Omitting this step
means you won't be able to adjust for
wind and control the parachute
descent into a safe area. Based on an

nmber200 t
SSeg:
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Table 2

unofficial records review in 1989, for
mishaps occurring from FY76 to FY89,
the AF Safety Center calculated the
injury rate was about 21 percent higher
for aircrew members who didn't
deploy the parachute four-line release.
Also, some aircrew members have
omitted releasing the extra survival
baggage that accompanies them in the
seat kit. This extra weight, if not
released, can cause severe back
injuries. Consequently, it's not uncom
mon for injuries to occur upon landing
when the PLF is less than ideal due to
preparation omissions.
Conclusion
The USAF's ACES II ejection seat has
repeatedly proven itself to be very effec
tive in over 20 years of operational use.
Still, the Air Force isn't resting on its lau
rels. It is constantly improving life sup
port equipment to endure the harsh
environment of the mission so it will
perform as advertised 100 percent of the
time and minimize injury to you, the
aircrew. Injuries are quite costly, particu
larly in a combat environment where
evasion is a priority.
Want to significantly improve the
odds you'll return uninjured from your
next mission? Know when it's time to
get out. Wear your gear securely and
properly. Follow the pre-ejection and
parachute
landing
checklists.
Understand and practice what you've
been trained. You do your part and the
ACES II will do its part. Fly Safe!
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